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Interesting Facts about Lead
SUMMARIZED FROM 3 SOURCES

It is a highly malleable member of the metal elements and is highly 
resistant to corrosion. Lead has been in use by ancient civilizations for 
thousands of years, and is mentioned in the second book of the Old 
Testament. Lead (Pb) has an atomic number of eighty-two.[1]

Its original color is bluish white and is commonly extracted from galena 
and is mostly found in ore along with other elements such as zinc, 
copper and silver. Here are some of the interesting facts about lead. 
First of all, lead is defined as a soft, malleable, dense and ductile 
metallic element.[2]

Lead is commonly used as an ingredient in harmful and poisonous 
materials like pencils, gasoline, fuels, batteries, and many more items. 
Lead is one of the members of the Table of Elements, and it belongs to 
the non-metal group.[3]
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Facts About Lead - Live Science: The Most Interesting ...
https://www.livescience.com/39304-facts-about-lead.html
Lead is an incredibly useful metal, but it is also toxic to humans. In fact, if we didn't have
to worry about breathing in its dust or ingesting its particles, lead would be in widespread
use due to its highly industry-friendly properties, such as excellent malleability and
corrosion resistance.

Lead Facts - Softschools.com
www.softschools.com/facts/periodic_table/lead_facts/352
Interesting Lead Facts: Lead has been in use by ancient civilizations for thousands of
years, and is mentioned in the second book of the Old Testament. Lead pipes on the
baths have the official insignia of the Roman emperor and are still in use today. Lead has
a long history in alchemy, since many alchemists believed lead could be turned into â€¦

Lead Facts - Science for Kids
www.scienceforkidsclub.com/lead.html
Interesting Facts:Listed below are some very interesting and rarely known facts about
iron: Ancient Romans used lead for making pipes. The Latin word for lead is plumbum,
which is how the word â€˜plumberâ€™ was born.

Facts About Lead - A Knowledge Archive
infomory.com/facts/facts-about-lead
Facts About Lead. February 6, 2013, neriza, Leave a comment. Lead is one of the
members of the Table of Elements, and it belongs to the non-metal group. Lead is
commonly used as an ingredient in harmful and poisonous materials like pencils,
gasoline, fuels, batteries, and many more items.

Lead Facts - Fun Experiments, Cool Facts, Online Games
...
www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/metals/lead.html
Find out how the ancient Romans used lead, what products lead is used to make today,
where the chemical element symbol Pb comes from, what countries produce the most
lead, and much more with our fun lead facts.

Interesting Facts about Lead - All That is Interesting!
www.allthatisinteresting.net/interesting-facts-about-lead
What is lead? Lead is probably one of the most common types of elements in the
periodic table. Aside from being common, lead is also very essential in a lot of things.

10 Lead Element Facts (Pb or Atomic Number 82)
https://www.thoughtco.com/lead-element-facts-608167
Lead is a heavy metal you encounter in everyday life in solder, stained glass windows,
and possibly your drinking water. Here are 10 lead element facts.. Interesting Lead
Element Facts

10 Critical Facts about Lead in Tap Water | All Filters
https://www.allfilters.com/waterfilter/leadfacts
Important facts about lead in tap water, including health effects, sources of
contamination, and more. Learn about the affects of lead in drinking water.

Lead Facts - Element 82 or Pb - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/lead-facts-606552
Lead is a heavy metallic element, commonly encountered in radiation shielding and soft
alloys. Here's a collection of interesting facts about lead, including about its properties,
uses, and sources. Lead is a relatively abundant element because it the endpoint of the
decay schemes of many ...

Chemistry for Kids: Elements - Lead - Ducksters
www.ducksters.com › â€¦ › Chemistry for Kids › Periodic Table
Interesting Facts about Lead. For many years lead and tin were thought to be the same
metal. Lead was called "plumbum nigrum" for black lead and tin was called "plumbum
album" for white lead. Over one million tons of lead is recycled each year. People have
known about lead poisoning since Ancient China and Ancient Greece.

Lead poisoning is caused by swallowing or â€¦
https://www.cdc.gov/nceh/lead/tools/know_the_facts.pdf
Know the Facts Lead poisoning is caused by swallowing or breathing lead. Children
under 6 years old are most at risk. If you are pregnant, lead

I need 6 interesting facts about Lead (Pb)? | Yahoo
Answers
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Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20081008143302AAImhcG
Oct 07, 2008 · Best Answer: Used to be added to gasoline/petrol in the form of tetraethyl
lead. In such a form, it was an "anti-knock" agent, which meant that it smoothed the ...

Some interesting facts about the Elizabethan Era? â€¦Nov 08, 2011Status: Resolved

Interesting Facts about alloys? examples of how thâ€¦May 08, 2010Status: Resolved

Facts about the 13th amendment? | Yahoo AnswersMar 15, 2010Status: Resolved

Do you know any interesting facts about the elemenâ€¦Mar 07, 2009Status: Resolved
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